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Abstract. Keeping current given the vast volume of medical literature
published yearly poses a serious challenge for medical professionals. Thus,
interest in systems that aid physicians in making clinical decisions is
intensifying. A task of Clinical Decision Support (CDS) systems is retrieving highly relevant medical literature that could help healthcare
professionals in formulating diagnoses or determining treatments. This
search task is atypical as the queries are medical case reports, which
differs in terms of size and structure from queries in other, more common search tasks. We apply query reformulation techniques to address
literature search based on case reports. The proposed system achieves a
statistically significant improvement over the baseline (29% – 32%) and
the state-of-the-art (12% – 59%).
Keywords: medical literature search, medical query reformulation, query
expansion, query reduction
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Introduction

A Clinical Decision Support (CDS) system is a system designed to assist clinicians in providing patient care by offering timely and actionable health knowledge. One of tasks a CDS system could be designed to solve is the retrieval of key
medical literature that can assist the practice of healthcare professionals given a
medical case report (an example is shown in Fig. 1). We propose a system that
addresses this need, which we refer to as CDS search.
CDS search presents some unique challenges: (i ) compared to queries in traditional search domains, clinical case reports are substantially longer; (ii ) although
retrieval techniques for long queries have been widely studied in other domains
(e.g., legal/patent search), case reports, unlike queries in those instances, have a
narrative structure instead of being keyword based; (iii ) most importantly, CDS
search highly favors precision over recall, since healthcare professionals can only
afford to spend limited time reading medical literature while practicing [4, 16].
Biomedical literature retrieval has been studied in the TREC genomics track1 .
CDS search, while sharing some aspects with it – descriptive queries, domain specific lexicon – is not limited to the genomics domain, but spans across multiple
1
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A 19-year-old African American student reports that he can “feel his heartbeat”.
It happens with exercise and is associated with some lightheadedness and shortness
of breath. On examination, his heart has a regular rate and rhythm, but you hear a
holosystolic murmur along his left sternal border. It increases with Valsalva maneuver.
Fig. 1. Example of a medical case report.

fields in medicine. Consequently, CDS search systems must process a variety of
literature styles written with a wide domain specific vocabulary. Therefore, it is
necessary to re-evaluate the effect of known IR techniques for this domain.
In this work we study the impact of query expansion and reduction methods
that take advantage of medical domain knowledge, as well as general purpose
IR techniques. Finally, we propose an approach that combines such methods,
achieving a statistically significant improvement over the baseline (29%-32%)
and an over all other approaches (12%-59%), including state-of-the-art.
Currently, no benchmark dataset containing case reports or medical publications can be used to evaluate a CDS search system. Clinical reports from
last years’ ShARe/CLEF eHealth Evaluation Lab [15, 10] are designed to test
information extraction systems. OHSUMED [7] provides relevance annotations
on medical literature, but its queries are considerably shorter than a case report
(6 vs 67.6 terms on average) and are keyword based. NIST’s TREC has added a
CDS search track to the TREC 20142 ; however, the system we propose was conceived and tested before the ground truth (q-rels) was publicly released. Thus,
we developed an alternative, fully automated experimental framework for evaluating CDS search system based on the practice material for the United States
Medical Licensing Examination (USMLE). Such dataset is publicly available3 to
other researchers; the performance obtained by our system on it were found to
be comparable to TREC’s [14].
In summary, our contributions are: (i ) a system for retrieving highly relevant,
and thus actionable, medical literature in support of clinical practice, (ii ) an
adaptation and evaluation of query reformulation techniques for CDS search,
and (iii ) publicly available experimental framework and benchmark for CDS
search.

2

Related Work

Historically, search systems in the medical domain have focused on short and/or
keyword-heavy queries. In PubMed, for example, the query is expanded by mapping each term to MeSH terms and then considered as a boolean conjunctive
query. Such an approach is ill-suited when considering long, narrative case reports as queries. We approach CDS search as a reformulation problem. Many
reduction and expansion approaches have been introduced over the years; here,
we give an overview of domain-specific and domain-independent methodologies.
2
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Query reduction algorithms have been extensively studied as a way to remove
noisy terms from the original query. Their impact has mostly been tested in the
web search domain. For example, Kumaran and Carvalho [11] used SVMrank
[9] to find the best sub-query using a series of clarity predictors and similarity
measures as features. Balasubramanian et al. [3] also studied how to improve
performance by reducing queries using quality predictors; however, their system
only removes up to one term from the query. This approach is not viable when
dealing with long, descriptive case reports. To the best of our knowledge, the only
work that has adopted query reduction in the medical domain is by Luo et al.
[12]. They built a search engine that performs query reduction by filtering nonimportant terms based on their tf-idf score. Unlike CDS search, their system is
designed for lay people performing health search on the Web and does not focus
on medical literature retrieval.
Over the past years, query expansion techniques were successfully employed
in medical literature retrieval. Hersh et al. [8] expanded queries with terms manually selected from UMLS Metathesaurus relationships to enhance retrieval performance. Experimental results showed that thesaurus based query expansion did
not necessarily improve search efficiency. Yu et al. [17] experimented with relevance feedback in PubMed; their system used RankSVM to re-arrange retrieved
results based on explicit users’ feedback. Abdou and Savoy [1] used pseudo relevance feedback methods to improve the retrieval of MEDLINE abstracts; their
system was tested on manually crafted, keyword based queries substantially
shorter than the case reports in our dataset (14 vs. 67.6 terms). In a preliminary version of this work, Cohan et al. [5] explored the use of pseudo relevance
feedback for CDS search.
Another line of research related to CDS search is clinical question answering,
given the shared goal of improving medical understanding. Demner-Fushman
and Lin [6] focused on extracting medical concepts from MEDLINE abstracts
that match the information need of the question. Sneiderman et al. [13] examined
three knowledge-based methods to evaluate their efficiency in helping clinicians
retrieve answers from MEDLINE. In contrast to our work, question answering
search systems are designed to handle queries that are much shorter than a case
report and are strictly formulated as query. Furthermore, they usually generate
an answer rather than returning relevant resources.

3

Methodology

We approached CDS as a query reformulation problem. As such, we capitalized on query reduction (section 3.1) and expansion (section 3.2) techniques.
For query reduction, we used a domain specific tool, MetaMap (MMselect), and
Wikipedia (HT ), to prune non-medical terms from the query. We also implemented one of the state-of-the-art techniques for domain-agnostic query reduction (QQP ). Finally, we introduced a refined version of QQP that takes advantage of domain specific resources (Fast QQP ). We then evaluated several query
expansion techniques: one (MMexpand ) takes advantage of a medical thesaurus,

another (PRF) uses pseudo relevance feedback to incorporate key terms in the
original query. Finally, we introduced a new method (HT-PRF ) that combines
a domain specific approach with pseudo relevance feedback. As shown in section
5, this method outperforms all others, including QQP and Fast QQP (state-ofthe-art and its derivative).
As a baseline, we considered an algorithm that submits the unmodified case
report (after removing stopwords) to the search engine.
3.1

Query Reduction Techniques

UMLS Concepts Selection (MMselect)
We extract concepts from queries based on concepts defined in the Unified
Medical Language System4 (UMLS) to perform query reduction. For this extraction we utilize MetaMap5 , a tool designed for UMLS concept extraction. We
reformulated the query by removing all the terms that did not have a mapping
to any UMLS concepts.
Health-related Terms Selection (HT )
Rather than selecting health-related words based on a medical thesaurus, we
leverage Wikipedia as an external resource. Specifically, for each word candidate
cl in the original query, we estimate its likelihood of being associated with a
health-related Wikipedia entry by computing the odds ratio between the probability of a Wikipedia page P being health-related when cl ∈ P over the probability of P not being health-related over all the Wikipedia pages.
OR(cl ) =

Pr{P is health-related | cl ∈ P }
Pr{P is not health-related | cl ∈ P }

(1)

A word cl ∈ {c1 , . . . , cm } is kept as part of the reduced query if OR(cl ) > δ,
where δ is a tuning parameter.
We used a Wikipedia dump from November 4, 2013 (2,794,145 unique entries). Those pages whose infobox6 contain one or more of the following medicallyrelated code entries were determined to be health-related: OMIM, eMedicine,
MedlinePlus, DiseasesDB and MeSH (24,654 pages); the rest were considered to
be not health-related. The optimal value for δ was empirically found to be 2.
Query Quality Predictors for Optimal Sub-query Identification (QQP)
We implemented the system suggested by Kumaran and Carvalho [11]. Their
method uses quality predictors as features to rank sub-queries of the original
query using SVMrank . The following predictors are considered as features:
4
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An infobox is template containing structured information that appear on the right
of Wikipedia pages to improve concepts representation.

– Mutual information: each sub-query is represented as a fully connected weighted
graph, where each vertex represents a term in the sub-query. Edges are
weighted by mutual information. For each graph, the heaviest spanning tree
is extracted; the average weight of the edge is used as query predictor.
– Query clarity: estimation of the divergence of the query model from the
collection model using the top 500 documents retrieved per sub-query.
– Simplified clarity score: simplified version of clarity score that estimates the
probability of a term in the language model by considering the likelihood of
it appearing in the query.
– Query scope: measure of the size of the retrieved set of documents relative to
the size of the collection. Sub-queries showing high query scope are expected
to perform poorly since they contain terms that are too broad.
– Similarity to orginal query: tf-idf similarity is considered as one of the quality
predictors under the hypothesis that the closer a sub-query is to the original
query, the less likely it is to cause intent drift.
In addition to the previously listed features, QQP considers, for each subquery, statistical measures7 over the term frequency, document frequency and
collection frequency of the terms in the sub-query as features for SVMrank . The
length of each sub-query is also considered as a feature. We refer the reader to
the original paper for more details.
Since most of the query predictors are query dependent, they cannot be
computed ahead of time, thus slowing the sub-query selection process. Therefore,
as suggested by the authors, we implemented a set of heuristics to reduce the
number of candidate sub-queries, which, prior to pruning, is exponential to the
size of the original query: (i ) select queries with length between three and six
terms; (ii ) select only the top twenty five sub-queries ranked by MI; (iii ) select
only the sub-queries containing name entities. The parameters for SVMrank were
set as suggested in [11].
Faster Query Quality Predictors with Medical Features (Fast QQP)
Since QQP was not designed specifically for CDS search, its performance is negatively affected by the greatly reduced length of the generated sub-queries and
by the lack of domain-specific features. Because of the unique formulation of case
reports, we implemented a set of sub-query candidates pruning heuristics that
resulted in statistically significant improvements over the original formulation
while reducing the processing time.
First, we increased the maximum length Msubq of a sub-query candidate
from 6 to 16 terms (empirically determined). This is motivated by the fact that
case reports are, on average, much longer than the queries in [11] (16.2 vs. 67.6
terms). The minimum length of a sub-query was not altered (i.e., msub-q = 3).
As the size of the candidates set grows exponentially when the maximum
number of tokens increases linearly, Fast QQP prunes the list of candidates
7
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after each increase in length of candidate sub-queries. In other words, for each
i ∈ {msubq , . . . , Msubq }, the set of candidates Ci is ranked by MI; the top-k subqueries are then extracted (set Ci,k ) and used to build the set Ci+1 accordingly
with the following formula:
Ci+1 = {sl ∪ {qh } | sl ∈ Ci+1 ∧ qh ∈ Q} ∪ Ci,k
(2)
where Q is the original query. After empirical evaluation, we set k = 50.
We further improved Fast QQP by including some domain-specific features:
– number of UMLS concepts in the candidate sub-query,
– semantic type of the UMLS concepts in the candidate sub-query,
– statistical features7 over the likelihood of each term in the candidate subquery of being health related, as estimated by equation (1), and
– number of MeSH terms in the candidate sub-query.
3.2

Query Expansion Techniques

UMLS Concepts Extraction (MMexpand )
Similar to MM Select method, this method identifies UMLS Metathesaurus
concepts that exist in the query using MetaMap. However, rather than filtering
out terms, this method expands the query using new terms associated with
the concepts identified. After detecting the concepts in the query, expansion
terms were chosen by querying UMLS for new terms that were synonyms of the
concepts in the query and were marked as preferred terms by UMLS; the query
was expanded with all these terms. Given the extensive coverage of UMLS, we
limited concept expansion to concepts containing drugs, diseases, and findings
to prevent query drift.
Pseudo Relevance Feedback (PRF )
Pseudo relevance feedback was modeled after the “IDF Query Expansion”
method proposed in [1]. We modified the algorithm to adapt it to our experimental setup: instead of directly altering term weights, our system determines
a boosting coefficient for each term in the reformulated query. The query Q is
expanded as follows: it tokenizes the top k retrieved documents retrieved for Q;
it then builds the root set RQ , which consists of the union of the set containing
all the terms in Q with the set of all the terms in the retrieved documents for
Q. The boost coefficient bj for each term tj ∈ RQ is calculated as:
bj = log10 (10 + wj )
Xk
(3)
wj = α· IQ (tj )· tfj + β/k
IDi (tj )· idfj
i=1
where tj is the j-th term in the top Q documents, IQ (tj ) is an indicator of the
presence of term tj in Q, IDi (tj ) is an indicator of the presence of term tj in the
document Di , idfj is the inverse document frequency of the j-th term in the top
k documents. Finally, α and β are smoothing factors.
Once all the weights have been determined, the terms in RQ are ranked by
their boost coefficient; the top m terms not in the original query are added to
Q; each term in the reformulated query is boosted by its boosting factor. Tuning
parameters were set as suggested in [1]: α = 2, β = .75, k = 10, m = 20.

Health Terms Pseudo Relevance Feedback (HT-PRF )
We explored the effect of combining a pure IR approach – pseudo relevance
feedback – with domain specific knowledge (health terms). HT-PRF operates
similarly to PRF – it retrieves the top k documents, builds the root set RQ of
the query, scores each term in the root set using the equation (3) – but instead of
always expanding with top m candidates, it calculates, for each term, the odds
of it being health related using equation (1), retaining only those whose odds
ratio is greater or equal to δ 0 , where δ 0 is a tuning parameter of the system.
Because of this, the number of terms m0q added to each query varies.
Finally, we would like to stress the fact that, despite taking advantage of HT ,
HT-PRF is not a reduction method: non-health specific terms are only pruned
off the list of candidates for query expansion; the original query is left untouched.

4

Experimental Setup

As stated in the introduction, the lack of datasets designed to evaluate a CDS
search system required us to create our own. To create a benchmark for evaluation, we developed an approach to automatically identify relevant documents
to case reports by making use of external information about each case report
(the correct diagnosis, treatment or test associated with each one as well as explanations about the correctness of such relations). Our dataset contains two
components: medical papers and medical case reports. The medical literature
was obtained from Open Access Subset of PubMed central8 , a free full-text
archive of health journals (728,455 documents retrieved January 1, 2014).
495 medical case reports were obtained from three USMLE preparation books9
Each case report contains a description of a patient followed by a question asking for the correct diagnosis, treatment, or test that should be executed. Case
reports from USMLE are modeled after real clinical situations with goal of assessing the ability of future physicians in applying clinical knowledge, concepts
and principles for effective patient care10 .
Given a case report, our goal is to retrieve documents (medical publications)
that can help a physician diagnose the patient, treat the patient’s condition, or
request a test relevant to the case; the content of three USMLE prep books were
used to determine which documents in our collection were relevant. In detail, we
took advantage of the multiple answer choices associated with the case reports
as well as the explanation of why an answer is correct. To determine relevant
documents for each case report, we separately issued as queries the explanation
paragraph (qe ) and each answer choice individually (qa0 , . . . , qa3 ). Documents
retrieved by the correct answer qacorr and qe received a relevance score of two,
while documents retrieved by qe and any incorrect answer choice were given a
score of one. By using this approach, we were able to take into account that not
only the correct documents retrieved by querying the correct answer contribute
8
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to determine the right treatment/test/diagnosis, but also those related to the
incorrect options. Any answer choice query (qai , ∈ {0, . . . , 3}) that contained
more than 200 documents was discarded under the assumption that the query
was too broad. A case report was discarded if its correct answer choice query
was discarded. This process left us with 195 valid queries (i.e., case reports).
Three human assessors were then instructed to read each of these case reports
and determine their validity. Specifically, they were asked to categorize each
one as invalid or as asking for a diagnosis, treatment, or test. Invalid queries
were those that were primarily quantitative (i.e., contained only numeric values
about some tests or vital signs e.g. blood pressure, heart rate, body temperature,
etc). The three assessors’ inter-rater agreement was 0.56 as measured by Fleiss’
kappa11 . Any query deemed invalid by at least two assessors was discarded. This
left us with 85 case reports; of those, 17 were reserved for parameters tuning,
while the remaining 68 were used for testing.
We used ElasticSearch v1.2.1, a search server built on top of Lucene v4, to
index the medical documents in our dataset and to retrieve results. The default
tokenizer and the divergence from randomness retrieval model [2] were used.

5

Results and Discussion

We validate our query reformulation approach for CDS search by running two
experiments. First, we compare the performance of each method introduced in
section 3; second, we describe the tuning process for the best performing method.
In both experiments, we retrieve 1000 documents for each test query.
5.1

Comparison of Reformulation Methods

As previously mentioned, CDS search is a precision oriented task; it is meant
to support healthcare professionals who are looking for findings that could help
them determine the next action in the care of a patient. For this reason, performance at the first ten points of precision (Fig. 2) is key to assert the quality of
a reformulation method. We focus our analysis on precision at five documents
retrieved (P@5), as the performance of each method is consistent throughout
the first ten points (Fig. 2, left) of precision and show no significant difference
up to P@100 (Fig. 2, right). Recall and nDCG are also reported (Table 1); these
metrics, albeit less key to the task, are still useful indicators to assert the overall
quality of each method. We use a paired Student’s t-test to measure whether
the difference between any two methods is statistically significant (p < 0.01).
MMselect performed significantly worse than the baseline. We attribute such
difference to the fact that, while it successfully identifies most medical concepts
in the query, it often discards terms that have a key role connecting domain
specific expression. For example, for the case report in Fig. 1, MMselect fails to
11

The moderate level of agreement between assessors is attributable to the hardness
of the task. The evaluators reported that many reports laid in the spectrum between
fully quantitative and fully qualitative, thus representing a noteworthy challenge.

Fig. 2. Points of precision for each method. The best performing method, HT-PRF ,
achieves a 43% increase over the baseline for P@1.

identify “increases” as relevant term (last sentence), which is key in understanding the outcome of the “Valsalva maneuver” on the patient. MMexpand showed
a minor but significant gain in terms of nDCG and recall over the baseline, but it
performed worse (although not significantly) than the baseline in terms of P@5.
We attribute the modest difference to the limited coverage of the portion of the
synonym map in UMLS MMexpand uses with respect to the size of our dataset.
This tradeoff was necessary to prevent query drift.
QQP performed very poorly. Its limited performance is due to its aggressive
reduction algorithm, which reduces the original query to at most six terms. As
result, the reduced query loses most of the information content of the case report.
Fast QQP showed substantially better nDCG and recall results, but fell short
in terms of P@5. We attribute the improvement to the fact that the inclusion
of domain specific features and a more conservative approach lead to a more
effective reduction. On the other hand, the worsening in terms of P@5 is likely
due to the insufficient coverage of medical terms in the query: in medical literature, the same concept is often expressed using different terms and expression;
thus a method that only performs reduction is likely to miss documents that are
relevant to the case report, but differ from it in terms of vocabulary.
Both HT and PRF methods showed a statistically significant improvement
over the baseline in terms of nDCG and recall; HT removes common non-healthTable 1. Each method’s performance (◦ for query reduction, • for expansion). A M/O
indicate a significant improvement/worsening (p < 0.01) over the baseline. N indicates
a significant improvement over Simple and methods marked with M.
baseline
MMselect ◦
MMexpand •
QQP ◦
Fast QQP ◦
HT ◦
PRF •
HT-PRF •

nDCG
0.2855
–
0.1622O (−43.2%)
0.3020M (+5.8%)
0.2557O (−10.4%)
0.3177M (+11.3%)
0.3328M (+16.5%)
0.3390M (+16.5%)
0.3768N (+32.0%)

Recall
0.2741
–
0.1486O (−45.8%)
0.2958M (+7.9%)
0.2494O (−9.0%)
0.3129M (+14.2%)
0.3262M (+19.0%)
0.3263M (+19.0%)
0.3520N (+28.9%)

P@5
0.1824
–
0.1059O (−41.9%)
0.1676
(−8.1%)
0.1118O (−38.7%)
0.1471O (−19.4%)
0.1882
(+3.2%)
0.1765
(−3.4%)
0.2382N (+30.5%)

A

B

C

Fig. 3. Effect of different parameter values for HT-PRF in terms of nDCG and P@5
(other precision levels exhibit similar behavior). The best precision performances are
achieved when k = 20, δ 0 = 2, m = 90.

related terms, whereas PRF reweights the entire query, increasing the importance of health-related terms, which naturally have a high IDFQE coefficient
given the domain of the dataset. In HT some improvement is expected, as it
keeps more generalized medical concepts in comparison with the UMLS concept
selection method. Neither HT nor PRF showed significant improvement in terms
of P@5. HT is likely to suffer from the same limitation in terms of vocabulary
coverage Fast QQP has, while PRF is partially affected by query drift.
We achieved the most noteworthy results by using the HT-PRF . The nDCG
and recall values shown in Table 1 are statistically significant not only with
respect to the baseline but also over simple PRF and HT . Moreover, HT-PRF
consistently improves over the baseline for each precision level shown in Fig. 2
(p < 0.01). The substantial increase in performances of HT-PRF is due to the
fact that it combines two very effective techniques: by expanding the query using
the most relevant document, it is able to broad its vocabulary; on the other side,
filtering the list of candidate terms for expansion prevents query drifting.
5.2

Parameter Tuning for HT-PRF

In this section we detail the tuning process for HT-PRF . We studied the outcome
of varying the number k of the top ranking documents used by pseudo relevance
feedback to build the list of candidate terms for query expansion (Fig. 3A), the
value δ 0 of the conditional probability threshold used to select expansion terms
from the list of candidate terms (Fig. 3B), as well as the number m of candidate
terms for query expansion (Fig. 3C).
The results we present were obtained on a subset of 17 separate case reports
we reserved for tuning purposes. For all three tuning parameters, we preferred
those values that yielded better performance in terms of P@5. As in section
5.1, we chosen to report the performances in terms of P@5, as we observed
comparable behavior at all the other precision levels between one and ten (the
differences between methods are not statistically significant after ten results).
Fig. 3A shows that the highest performance in terms of P@5 is obtained
when the number of top documents k is equal to 20. However, we also noticed an
ample variation in terms of P@5 for small differences in the number of retrieved
documents. This variation clearly depends on which terms are used to expand the
original query. Since the terms picked for expansion are the most representative

terms of the top k documents retrieved, their effectiveness in improving the
retrieval performance depends on whether the top k documents are relevant
or not. Given the fact that the top document set is small, each time a new
document is added (i.e. k increases) the set of terms picked for expansion varies
substantially. In other words, when a non-relevant document is added to the set
of top documents, the relevance of the terms selected for expansion decreases,
thus causing query drift. Similarly, when a relevant document is included in the
top k documents, the relevance of terms selected for expansion increases, leading
to better performance. Nevertheless, we observed that the retrieval performance
decreases as the number of top documents increases past 20. This outcome is
expected, since the more documents the system considers, the more likely it is
to suffer from query drift, as less relevant terms are picked for expansion.
With health terms’ threshold (Fig. 3B) we noticed a much more defined trend:
the best precision is achieved when δ 0 = 2. The bigger δ 0 is, the more aggressive
the filter is. And for higher values of δ 0 , precision starts to decrease. That is,
because bigger values of δ 0 result in selection of more focused and specific medical
terms, many more general key terms for optimal retrieval are being discarded.
In fact, the lower performance of thesaurus based methods further reveals the
fact that considering only highly focused medical terms decreases P@5. On the
other side, when δ 0 is smaller the method is more likely to consider all sorts of
terms for query expansion, which eventually results in query drift.
Finally, we recorded the best retrieval performance when the number of candidates for expansion m is set to 90 (Fig. 3C). Different values of m tend to
cause query drift when they are larger than the optimal and cause key terms to
be removed from the when they are smaller than the optimal.

6

Conclusions

We described CDS search based on medical case reports, which is a search task
intended to help medical practitioners retrieve relevant publications to clinical
case reports. We used query reformulation to perform CDS search, and found
that the best methods for this task are a query reduction method retaining only
health-related terms and a pseudo relevance feedback query expansion method.
Both methods independently improved performance significantly (as measured
by nDCG and recall), yet showed limited improvements in terms of precision.
However, when combined, the resulting method outperformed each individual
method and greatly improved precision. We conclude that while this method
decisively improved retrieval performance, there is still room for improvement;
this stresses that CDS search is significantly different than other types of healthrelated search, making it a novel search task worthy of further study.
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